LEARN. CONNECT. INNOVATE.

Talks, panels, webinars and networking for campus innovators. Inspiring stories and practical tools for turning your idea into impact!

WISCONSIN ENTREPRENEURS SHOWCASE • MASSIVE CHANGE NETWORK & MAU; A FILM SCREENING • DEMYSTIFYING FDA FOR MEDICAL DEVICES AND SOFTWARE • MOVING YOUR TECH OUT OF ACADEMIA • ENERGY STARTUPS AND CLIMATE TECH INVESTMENT • HEALTHCARE INNOVATION • THE PRESENT AND FUTURE OF OPEN-SOURCE AI • NSF I-CORPS PATHWAYS TO IMPACT • FINDING SUCCESS—WHERE IS YOUR CAREER HEADED?

INNOVATORS MEETUP

REGISTER NOW:
Innovate.wisc.edu
INNOVATE WEEK SCHEDULE

HEALTHCARE INNOVATION OFFICE HOURS WITH THE ISTHMUS PROJECT
- Tuesday, September 26, 8:30 – 10:30am
- Wednesday, September 27, 2:30 – 4:30pm
- Friday, September 29, 8:30 – 10:30am (all office hours are virtual)

ENERGY START-UPS AND CLIMATE TECH INVESTMENT
- Tuesday, September 26, 4:30pm – 5:45pm (virtual)

FINDING SUCCESS—WHERE IS YOUR CAREER HEADED?
- Tuesday, September 26, 6:00 – 7:30pm (in person)

DEMYSTIFYING THE FDA REGULATORY PATH & PROFESSION FOR MEDICAL DEVICES & SOFTWARE
- Wednesday, September 27, 11:30am – 1:00pm (in person)

MAU: A FILM SCREENING AND IN-PERSON “Q & A” WITH LIFE-CENTERED DESIGN VISIONARIES, BRUCE MAU AND AYEMOBISI “BISI” WILLIAMS
- Wednesday, September 27, 5:30 – 7:30pm (in person)

INNOVATORS MEETUP
- Wednesday, September 27, 7:00 – 8:00pm (in person)

MOVING YOUR TECH OUT OF ACADEMIA
- Thursday, September 28, noon – 1:00 pm (in person)

WISCONSIN ENTREPRENEURS SHOWCASE
- Thursday, September 28, 5:30 – 7:30pm (in person)

THE PRESENT & FUTURE OF OPEN-SOURCE AI: LEVERAGING LLMs FOR RESEARCH & COMMERCIAL INNOVATION
- Friday, September 29, 9:15 – 10:00am (virtual)

NSF I-CORPS PATHWAYS TO IMPACT—IDEAS WORTH PURSUING
- Friday, September 29, noon – 1:30pm (in person)

REGISTER: Innovate.wisc.edu